Facilities
Management

wearetower.com

We understand that providing safe,
efficient, and clean workplaces is
vital to the day-to-day running of
any business. That’s why we’re
proud to be a trusted supplier
and expert in providing advice
and the accompanying
solutions and products for
any work environment.
It’s time to work safer and
be better with Tower.
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“For a long time controlling what
uniform is ordered and ensuring all
staff have the correct kit has been
a little bit hit and miss, waiting for
weeks or months to arrive. Having
Tower awarded the Serco PECS
uniform contract was one of
the best awarded contracts.
Not only do they show
dedication by being on
hand to deal with all our
issues and concerns,
but they also have an
excellent wardrobe
management facility.”
Serco PECS
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Welcome

“As CEO, I help ensure Tower’s forward-thinking approach to
sustainability, innovation, and unrivalled services make us the
supplier of choice in every sector we operate in. Our Facilities
Management division is no different, with a team of specialists and
safety experts supported by Tower’s shared services division, all
there to deliver the right solutions to partners.
“We service and supply the biggest names in a range of areas from
UK and European depots. Tower are dedicated to delivering on
time and in full, and our breadth of experience and success cover
all areas of facilities management, from workwear & uniform to
cleaning & hygiene. Our success as a supplier partner is built on a
simple idea: the safety and success of our partners.”

Charles Aris
CEO
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Tower’s journey began in 1983 when its
founder Jonathan Aris started selling
chemicals and cleaning products out
of the back of his van.
In that same year, Jonathan
launched Tower Supplies. and
with our Chairman, Daniel
Aris, drove the company’s
strategy forward.
Working alongside
clients, we now provide
knowledge, expertise,
and PPE, workwear,
uniform, cleaning and
janitorial supplies.
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Why Tower

We have decades of experience across multiple sectors, including
facilities management, cruise, marine, shipping, power & utilities,
automotive, and government. There is no problem we cannot
solve or solution we cannot find by using our strong manufacturer
and supplier relationships.
Our services include…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-time and in-full fulfilment from a trusted supplier
Best-in-class workwear, uniform, and PPE
Support with consolidating supplies and increasing efficiency
Valuable cost and time saving solutions available
A forward-thinking approach to ideas and solutions
The long-term financial benefit of cost-in-use analysis
Ability to process complex orders and deliver to any location
Innovative services and solutions using the latest technology
A professional branded clothing and badging service
ZeroWaste secure and sustainable EOL garment disposal
Sustainable solutions that reduce plastics and use
recycled materials
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We’ve built up a wealth of experience
since 1983 in hospitality and operating
environments in several sectors,
attaining the accreditations and
memberships that make us a
trusted supplier. We’re active
members of the British Safety
Industry Federation (BSiF)
with a proportion of staff
BSiF accredited.
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Experience

Our experts are developed and trained with you in mind. They will
find you the right workwear, uniform, PPE, cleaning, and janitorial
solutions for all types of working environment. We also have
valuable supply chain expertise, with a key understanding of the
issues facing businesses.
Our experience means we can share best practices that have
worked for other clients, deliver specialist advice that you cannot find
elsewhere, and offer innovative solutions that not every supplier will
have ready and available for you to use to transform your business.
Our experience includes…
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 years supporting hospitality and operating environments
Unrivalled supply chain expertise and partnerships
Development of own brand ranges
Supporting and working with leading names and brands
Working collaboratively with clients to develop bespoke solutions
On-site environment analysis and support
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Our partnerships are at the heart
of what we do. We build strong,
long-lasting relationships by
doing more for our partners
than just finding products.
Helping businesses achieve
their goals is a big part of
what we do, and that
means working with
them to enhance
every aspect of
their services.
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Partnership

We utilise our experience and knowledge from every sector to solve
every problem and find every solution. And as experts in safety, we
work with partners to keep them safe in any working environment.
We look beyond just unit price to find you true value. We help you in
enhancing facility safety, reducing costs in the long term, increasing
the efficiency of daily tasks, and helping you deliver nothing but
exceptional customer service.
Our partnerships are built on…
•
•
•
•
•

Being a comprehensive supplier that finds solutions
Understanding the importance of product availability
Ensuring all your staff have the correct workwear & uniform
Providing solutions that keep staff safe and comfortable at work
Comprehensive stock holding and a commitment to an on-time,
in-full service
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Sustainability is a major challenge
facing every business. That’s why
we’re driving the conversation and
providing innovative solutions to
meet sustainable goals and
support the circular economy.
We have solutions that are
environmentally friendly,
create less waste, and use
sustainable materials.
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Sustainability

We believe that innovation will underpin facilities management’s
journey to a more sustainable future. Tower is a key part of
this progress, with our products, services and supply chain
solutions already helping companies to measure and reduce their
environmental impact.
We only work with manufacturers that demonstrate exemplary
standards of care for the environment. Our insistence on sustainably
sourced products and eco-friendly practices and processes runs all
the way through the supply chain. And we have ISO registration to
prove it.
We support your sustainability journey with…
•
•
•
•

Our ZeroWaste secure garment disposal service
Workwear & uniform solutions made from recycled materials
Support with achieving sustainable business goals
A range of sustainable brands available

zero
waste
1.

Textile Destruct
& Recycling Ser

You receive a unit and sacks
for disposing of textiles
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We’re working on innovations that will
make it easier for your teams to do
their jobs. Including sensors that
notify cleaners via text message,
robot cleaners, and a superconcentrated disinfectant.
We’re always harnessing new
technologies to help you
stay one step ahead.
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Innovation

Overview
A closer look

Our innovative smart ordering platform CtrlCloud puts you in
complete control and enables us to process complex orders and
deliver to multiple locations. CtrlCloud is simply a smarter way
to take control of your orders and manage stock, consignments,
inventories, and more.
3
We’re
evolving our capabilities2 and solutions to always
look for
1
Battery
safety
guard
Control
panel
Splash
guards
new developments and innovations. Using technology to reduce
No more drained batteries
You can control me
Say goodbye to splashing
environmental impacts for ourselves and our partners. We help
Raising the scrub deck into the Park
control panel on the i-mop is easy to With the automatic battery shut-off,
businesses
and their workers The
stay
safe at work, whilst
increasing
position will automatically shut off the
use thanks to its intuitive design. With
brushes stop rotating when the unit
battery of the i-mop and
to preventperformance.
battery
the main control knob you can choose
is put in the upright (parked) position
efficiency
drainage and optimize battery life. Lower

the desired settings. Want to use less

the deck to working position, and the
water? Push the eco-mode button and
Our
innovative solutions include…
battery automatically switches back on.
instantly reduce your water usage with

•
•
•
•

40%. Thanks to the battery indicator on
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Floating ball sys

I’ll keep my eye

There’s a floating

recovery tank fil

i-mops. This fea

to wheel from one place to another.

closes the tank t

This prevents splashing against people

overflowing and

walking by and undoing your cleaning.

the i-mop from e

And even when i-mop is in working

the floor.

Cleaning solutions that save
time,
water,
energy,
costs
the display
you know
exactly when
to
mode,and
splash guards
on both sides of the
recharge the batteries.
deck prevent water from spreading.
CtrlFlow ECA water-based cleaning and sanitising
i-mop Basic
has a silver knob,
Sustainable products fromThetop
manufacturers
the i-mop Plus has a blue knob and
CtrlCloud online ordering platform
the i-mop Pro has a black knob.
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Scan QR code to find out more.
Contact the team at fm@towersupplies.com
or call us on 01202 718000.

we are tower.com

